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[1]

Since the publication of the University of Colorado’s Condon Report and the inception of the French
[2]
Space Agency’s unit GEIPAN , numerous Unidentified Aerospace Phenomena (UAP) sightings have
been reviewed using diverse measures (e.g. physical traces, radarscope data, photographs, film and
video footages, physical effects, and medical records). Nonetheless they have failed to provide
sufficiently reliable evidence to convince the scientific community of the existence of anomalous aerial
phenomena on Earth. Almost all these previous data have not been acquired under controlled
conditions with scientific instrumentation. It is obvious that a change of methodology is necessary and
that the UAP phenomenon requires an active investigative response to move toward a scientific
solution. To maximise the chances of acquiring reliable and valid data on the UAP phenomenon,
instrument observations of UAP are essential, preferably coupled with visual observations.
Instrumentation can assist in obtaining quantitative data required to understand basic physical
characteristics of UAP. As early as the 1950s some attempts to detect and analyse anomalous
atmospheric phenomena using scientific equipment have been carried out in the field in areas where
anomalous aerial events had been reported. Field research gave credence to the idea that the UAP
phenomenon could be studied on a rigorous and empirical basis. This paper describes some of these
past experiments, from the different schemes and strategies devised, to the field-instrument packages
selected and the most important results obtained. Details of the principal instrumented field studies
deployed by governmental agencies, scientists, researchers and associations around the world are
presented along with limitations and shortcomings in extant field research, with the objective of
refining future instrumented projects. Finally the paper highlights the importance of studying the history
of the UFO controversy, especially the necessity of accurately documenting and preserving the
information pertaining to these historical research efforts (allowing this past work to guide future
projects), and encouraging official bodies to be open and transparent in communications related to
genuine UAP reports.
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